
Energy Vampires   How do you deal with one? Are you one? 

Do you always feel exhausted when around a particular person? He or she may be an 
“energy vampire:” one who demands and feeds off another’s attention and emotional 
energy. Energy Vampires (EVs) usually lack empathy, consideration and emotional 
maturity. They prey on others because they are in emotional pain and haven’t learned 
how to deal with issues. They prey on others’ vitality – either to distract themselves from 
their pain or because they believe that the person can solve their problems. They display such characteristics as: 

Big ego Resentful, angry   Whiner  Manipulative 
Argumentative Narcissistic Gossiper Jealous 
Aggressive  Melodramatic  Insecure, Paranoid A taker, not a giver  
    

As a general rule, avoid EVs. If you can’t – because, say, the EV is a family member or co-worker -- try these 
techniques against the Six Types of Energy Vampires: 

 
1. The Victim/Martyr Vampire seeks sympathy, making others feel that they suffer as victims of other people. 
Instead of taking responsibility for their lives, V/Ms continually blame, manipulate, and emotionally blackmail 
others. This dysfunctional behavior is due to their low self-esteem, often from a lack of love and approval as 
children. They feel unacceptable and try to resolve this pain by gaining sympathy. Be alert to their self-pity cues, 
such as blaming others, detailing their bad days, etc. Don’t get involved in or discuss their self-pity. You might 
ask, “does replaying the bad make you feel better? – it doesn’t sound like it” or “Let’s talk about pleasant things…”  
 
2. The Narcissist Vampire has a big ego and no genuine interest in others. NVs carry the (perhaps unconscious) 
belief of “Me first, you second;” they expect others to put them first and do what they say – no matter what. NVs 
manipulate with false charm, yet can quickly stab you in the back. If a NV is in your life, you might feel crushed 
beneath their limelight and self-absorption. Express boundaries: Calmly and directly explain that, as their 
requests satisfy only them, you can’t fulfill them. 
 

3. The Dominator Vampire -- loves to feel superior. Due to insecurities of being “weak” or “wrong,” DVs over-
compensate by intimidation. Often they are loud mouths with rigid beliefs. Trust yourself: Realize that their 
attempt to intimidate comes from their fear of being dominated and hurt. Disagree calmly with assertiveness.  
 

4. The Melodramatic Vampire -- thrives on creating problems to create drama to fill emptiness in their lives. MVs 
seek crises as a reason to feel victimized (and thus special/in need of love), and self-important, and thus can 
avoid dealing with real issues. MVs are addicted to/enjoy negative emotions such as anger. Save your energy: 
Identify what behaviors draw you into their drama, then view it as a fictional movie and refuse to get involved.  
 
5. The Judgmental Vampire Due to their low self-worth, JVs pick on others’ insecurities, bolstering their egos by 
making others feel small or ashamed. Remember who you are - made in the image of God, loved and valuable. 
Reject the JV’s lies. Keep calm because if you get defensive, you play into their bullying. Be genuinely sweet to 
this very insecure person; it confuses JVs and pleases God, who says ‘be kind to your enemy.’ 
 

6. The Innocent Vampire isn’t malicious but has genuine needs (e.g., kids or friends who rely on you too much). 
It’s great to help those you care about, but important to encourage their self-sufficiency. Help them to grow: 
Gently remind them that you need time for yourself, too, and can only aid them selectively -- especially youth who 
need to learn consequences for their decisions. Help them develop capabilities, to enjoy the independence of not 
always needing help. Don’t solve all their problems – you’ll become drained, and it won’t help the relationship. 

 



Ways to Cope with Energy Vampires You Must be Around 

1. Avoid prolonged eye-contact.
2. Set a limit — say 5 or 10 minutes -- to focus on their issue, no more.
3. Instead of reacting strongly, which they feed on, be neutral in responses, so that they lose interest in you.
4. Don’t argue or contradict; the more you resist them, the more they will resist (and drain) you.
5. Be with other non-EVs - a buffer which reduces the amount of energy an EV can drain from any one of you.
6. Listen. Don’t talk much, which takes energy. Ask “why?” or “when?” to let the EV do the talking.
7. Change the topic to something light or simple.
8. Physically stand sideways or away, to not present your full attention to them. Try to not sit with them.

When to Show Compassion 

Energy Vampires are tiring, annoying, even narcissistic – but not all of them have bad intentions. Some 
are simply normal people starved for affection, attention, and validation. So be kind toward them, but keep wise 
boundaries because it’s energy-draining to secretly hate or resent a person. In the interest of your own vitality and 
well-being, try to see beyond their behavior and understand that most EVs are in pain.  

If the EV is unusually depressed or distressed, ask “Are you considering suicide?” If they say “no,” then you 
can say, “Good” and move on. If they say “yes,” ask “How about together we call the suicide prevention hotline at 
988?” We never know when someone is at the end of their rope. Even EVs can need real help.  

Are YOU an Energy Vampire? 

Do people avoid you – find you overly-critical, negative, intense, demanding, or overbearing? If so, you might be 
an Energy Vampire. Don’t be hard on yourself. Stress and trauma can cause us to behave in ways that 
unknowingly repel other people. You can change. Here’s how to avoid or stop being an Energy Vampire: 

1.Assess yourself. Do you complain often? Take more than you give? Talk about yourself all the time -- or ask
others about themselves? Instead of hogging time and attention, develop and express genuine interest in others.

2. Assess how you feel. If stressed or lonely, do something soothing for yourself or help another person; don’t
immediately run to someone else to soothe you or solve your issue.

3. Make self-love a habit. Treat yourself with self-respect. The more care you give yourself, the less you’ll try to
gain it from others. This increases your confidence, which -- if not arrogant -- will draw others to you.

4. Try counseling. Be good to yourself. Know that your behavior is a result of inner pain and a desperate need to
be seen. The best way to be seen, heard, validated, and supported constructively is in a therapeutic setting, either
in person or an online session. Get to the root of old wounds and beliefs that cause you to be an EV. Find ways to
nourish yourself instead of trying to absorb others.

     The best way to help others is to love them in the ways which God outlines in 1st Corinthians 13: being patient, 
kind, not rude, not holding grudges, etc. The Bible is all about relationships with God and people and how to make 
wise choices and good relationships. It’s the source of all great wisdom. Try reading a Proverb a day – and ask 
God to help you. He will. 

Sources: https://lonerwolf.com/types-energy-vampire; The Holy Bible 
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